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U.S. AP & PBS-TV Anti-Russia
Lies
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Cynical deformation and demolition
of truth have always been part of the mainstream
media's job, but the Ukraine war has triggered a
much fiercer, all-out assault on any reasonable
depiction of reality. Fairness and even minimum
decency are out. The august PBS program Frontline
was captured early by the disinformers, led by the
Democrat liberal crowd, and never recuperated. Now
it chiefly produces Democrat-approved, "woke"
globalist propaganda. The program analised below
is just one of its more egregious recent
examples.—PG

I. [THE TRUTH, ACCORDING TO THE GLOBALIST PLATFORM FRONTLINE]

Putin's Attack on Ukraine: Documenting
War Crimes (full documentary) |
FRONTLINE
(Official blurb): Oct 25, 2022 | In a 90-minute special
investigation, FRONTLINE and The Associated Press* go inside
Russia’s war on Ukraine and uncover harrowing evidence of
potential war crimes.

Probably nothing has damaged Vladimir Putin’s international
reputation more than the alleged war crimes that Russia’s
forces allegedly perpetrated against civilians in the
Ukrainian town of Bucha during the early days of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. But now (as will here be proven) we know
that it was all lies; it didn’t happen the way that U.S.-andallied ‘news’-media say it did. Nothing like that, at all.
Here is the great independent investigative journalist Brian
Berletic’s 22-minute demolition of the American AP’s and PBS’s
national TV “Frontline” ‘documentary’s lies about this matter,
which resulted from their supposedly massive, but phony,
(joint) 8-month-long ‘investigation’, into the ‘Russian’
‘massacres’ that they allege took place in Bucha:

US-Funded Media Fails to Produce
Evidence of Russian "War Crimes"
Nov 6, 2022
US government-funded Frontline PBS recently published a
video regarding alleged Russian "war crimes" from early
2022. Despite over half a year to gather evidence, the
video report categorically fails to prove the Russian
massacres of Ukrainian civilians.
NOTE: Since we can't trust Google (YouTube) due to its
propensity to "cancel"/delete inconvenient truths damaging to
the empire at the drop of a hat, we are reproducing this
program also on BitChute, which so far has acted with far more
decency.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8kt9RUpYqk
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XWerJXdwXKkk/
https://web.archive.org/web/20221107163551/https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=Y8kt9RUpYqk
“US-Funded Media Fails to Produce Evidence of Russian ‘War
Crimes’”
6 November 2022, youtube
That’s Berletic’s demolition of the PBS Frontline
‘investigation’
——
Here is the 15-minute (AP and) PBS-TV “Frontline”
‘documentary’ segment that had been the centerpiece within
PBS’s 80-minute, 25 October 2022, TV ‘documentary’ “PUTIN’S
ATTACK ON UKRAINE: Documenting War Crimes”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ek5jt8Ru3o
“Crime Scene Bucha: How Russian Soldiers Ran a "Cleansing"
Operation in Ukraine | FRONTLINE”

4 November 2022, youtube
That’s what Berletic exposed to be fraudulent.

And here is that entire 80-minute AP&PBS ‘documentary’:
“PUTIN’S ATTACK ON UKRAINE: Documenting War Crimes” (You can
watch it above, too)
whose introduction

closes

(at

2:12

in

the

84-minute

‘documentary’ by announcing: “Now, Putin’s attack on Ukraine,
documenting war crimes.”
It’s all like the “two minutes of hate” in George Orwell’s
1984; but, this time, for real.
Berletic’s demolition of The West’s Bucha lies will be viewed
by only a tiny fraction of the people who have already viewed
that AP/PBS smear-job against Putin. It is a bigger caseexample like “Saddam’s WMD” was.

Notes
*

As stated earlier, PBS' FRONTLINE is a certifiable propaganda outlet for US propaganda, and

so is Associated Press.

About the author
Investigative historian Eric Zuesse’s new book,
AMERICA’S EMPIRE OF EVIL: Hitler’s Posthumous
Victory, and Why the Social Sciences Need to
Change, is about how America took over the world
after World War II in order to enslave it to U.S.and-allied billionaires. Their cartels extract the
world’s wealth by control of not only their ‘news’ media but
the social ‘sciences’ — duping the public.
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Up to You.
^3000US citizens have no real political representation.
We don't live in a democracy. And our freedom is disappearing
fast.
I don't want to be ruled by hypocrites, whores, and war
criminals.
What about you? Time to push back against the corporate
oligarchy.
And its multitude of minions and lackeys.
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